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Abstract

Consider a distributed network of n nodes that is connected to a global source of “beats”.
All nodes receive the “beats” simultaneously, and operate in lock-step. A scheme that produces
“pulses” every Cycle beats is shown. That is, the nodes agree on “special beats”, that are
spaced Cycle beats apart. Given such a scheme, a clock synchronization algorithm is built. The
“pulsing” scheme is tolerant to severe transient faults and is tolerant up to f < n

3 Byzantine
nodes. Therefore, the clock synchronization built on top of the “pulse” is highly fault tolerant. In
addition, a highly fault tolerant, general stabilizer algorithm is constructed on top of the “pulse”
mechanism.

Previous clock synchronization solutions operating in the exact same model as this one, either
support f < n

4 and converge in linear time, or support f < n
3 and have exponential convergence

time, and limit the range of possible values of Cycle. The proposed scheme combines the best from
both worlds: it converges in linear time and supports up to f < n

3 Byzantine nodes. Moreover,
the work presented here is the first self-stabilizing protocol that overcomes Byzantine faults and
operates in a network that is not fully connected, for any value of Cycle.

1 Introduction

Most distributed tasks require some sort of synchronization. Clock synchronization is a very straight-
forward and intuitive tool for supplying this. pulse synchronization can be used as an underlying
building block to achieve clock synchronization, as well as solving other synchronization problems;
in a sense, pulse synchronization is a more fundamental synchronization problem.

It thus makes sense to require an underlying pulse synchronization mechanism to be highly
fault-tolerant. This paper present a pulse synchronization algorithm that is self-stabilizing and is
tolerant to permanent presence of Byzantine faults. That is, it attains synchronization, once lost,
while containing the influence of the permanent presence of faulty nodes.

Consider a system in which the nodes execute in lock-step by regularly receiving a common
“pulse” or “tick” or “beat”. The objective is to agree on some “special beats” that are Cycle beats
apart. We will use the “beat” notation for the “global” signal received, and “pulse” for the “special
beats” agreed upon.

The pulse synchronization problem is to ensure that eventually all correct nodes pulse together,
and as long as sufficiently enough nodes remain correct, they continue to pulse together Cycle beats
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apart. For example, given Cycle = 7 we would like all correct nodes to eventually pulse together
every 7 beats, and continue so as long as there are enough correct nodes.

The global beat system provides some measure of synchronization. For example, given a global
beat system with beat interval at least as long as the worst-case execution-time for terminating
Byzantine agreement, the pulse synchronization problem is solved by initiating a Byzantine agree-
ment on the next time when the nodes should pulse, each time a beat is received. The crux of the
problem is to achieve synchronization when it is not given by the global beat system; that is, when
the beat interval length is in the order of communication’s end-to-end delay. Since in that scenario
the global beat system does not provide - in itself - enough synchronization, and a more complex
algorithm is required to exert the required synchronization. The main contribution of the current
paper is achieving exactly that.

1.1 Related Work

pulseing has been used as an underlying fault tolerant mechanism in clock synchronization, token
circulation and to create a general stabilizer (see [4] for an overview). All of these algorithms are
self-stabilizing and Byzantine tolerant, due to the fault tolerant nature of the underlying pulse
mechanism. This gives the motivation for producing pulseing algorithms, as they can be used to
add fault tolerance to varied problems.

Clock synchronization is one of the first problems that was solved in a self-stabilizing and
Byzantine tolerant fashion. In [7], [10] it was solved directly, and in [4] it was solved using an
underlying pulseing algorithm. [7] was the first work to discuss the exact same model as presented
here, as opposed to [4], which operates without a global beat system.

When discussing clock synchronization of integer values in similar models, it was previously
termed digital clock synchronization ([2, 5, 6, 12]) or “synchronization of phase-clocks” ([9]). How-
ever, in this paper we concentrate on the pulseing mechanism, as it yields clock synchronization as
well as other fault tolerant results.

A few fault tolerant stabilizers exist (see [1], [8] and [11]) with varying requirement and features
(such as local containment of faults). In [3], it was shown that pulse synchronization can be used to
create a generalized stabilizer. However, in [3] the stabilizer is complex, and can stabilize a narrow
class of algorithms. In Section ?? we show a simpler stabilizer, which can stabilize a wider range of
algorithms.

1.2 Contributions

We construct a self stabilizing pulseing algorithm, that is tolerant up to f < n
3 Byzantine nodes,

and converges in linear time, for any target interval of pulsing.
As will be shown in Section ??, clock synchronization and pulse synchronization are equivalent.

Hence, this work is compared to the state of the art of previous clock synchronization results that
operate in the exact same model.

Previous results have either linear convergence time with f < n
4 (see [10]) or exponential con-

vergence time with f < n
3 (see [7]). In this paper we have linear convergence time with f < n

3 .
Moreover, our algorithm is the first one in this model that does not require the nodes to be fully
connected to each other, just that there are 2 · f +1 distinct routes between any two different nodes.
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